
Mon. 07.11.2022 20:00 (Hall 1) Langenthal against Lyss and Fri. 25.11.2022 19:45 (Hall 1) Port against Langenthal 
My two factories do not differ in the PHP AS2 preprocessor technology and are based on this PHP technology, which runs on the server side of the hosting. Factory 2, on the other hand, is dependent on the last 
product 6 from Silicon Valley through the so-called Ruffle plugin, whereby only one of the three content management options offered is dependent

If I was Andreas Lützenberger (54) as the only 
Solothurner (citizen of Olten) in a duel in the city of 
Solothurn and as the only Langenthaler-Aarwan-
gener in the other duel (suburb, baptistery similar 
to Scarlett from suburb in the USA and our project 
www.langenthal. eu with chronological clockwork 
website product -6-21er to ticking editorial system 
1:10:6:21 - all available in the factory 1) to the 
typical clock area in Switzerland travel to Lyss and 
on 25.11. again to Biel-Port to Biel, then I‘m some-
body in the Bieler Seeland. A single of what?

Far away from the USA and Silicon Valley, Factory 
2 is all that comes to mind for me. It affects offers 
1 to 5 in factory 1. As in the photo on the left, a 
brief explanation of what that is.

But me in the photo on the left is also explanatory, 
because you can see a headset (not an astronaut 
helmet). The headset or none can let clocks with 
GPS equipped with a 2.5 headset audio output or 
none on the headset or none audibly read mes-
sages with our ticking clockwork editorial system 
as can be seen in the photo above behind the title 
Fabrik 1.

In summary: Factory 1 and Factory 2 all contain 
the same kernel technology using ®Preproces-
sor™, which runs on the server side in the respec-
tive hostings. (With us via Swisscom and Cyon, 
server Zurich and server in Basel).

Even shorter: apparently perhaps the only one 
who has a ticking editorial system from -6-21 
chronologically also a fixed and precisely coordi-
nated 1:10:6:21 content management system via 
3 alternatives with Ruffle (cheap), intranet (most 
expensive) and also with PC Windows desktop 
apps (exe, on which everything is based with Ap-
ple iPhone 7Plus and also Windows character set 
with conversions back and forth into the universal 
character set, since you also have to think of the 
exe-spoiled user with everything, someone like 
me, who just loves everything about devices and 
offers everything on cheap Windows customers.

At 54, I, Andreas Lützenberger, am not dependent on anything, neither on Silicon Valley nor on the Swiss watch industry. And so do future custo-
mers or buyers, I even patented the global trade mark ™Preprocessor® here in Switzerland for customers at the ige in Berne. Wikipedia only 
corrected the entry of PHP with the addition Preprocessor afterwards, when the top levels and the patent in Bonn 2019 were already history. PHP 
is server-side proprietary non-downloadable software that hosting providers can see but Internet visitors cannot see in the browser (hologram 
technology). Factory 2 whose products no one has seen except me. Therefore, this technology similar to Fabrik2 must first arrive in the USA Ruff-
le-Hello 

Factory 1 - technology has yet to be recognized in the watch industry or others here in Switzerland (Bürki-Sanitary Langenthal Geberit systems 
with PHP upgrades for automatic toilet systems, for example)

https://www.rufflestore.com/rufflestore/index.php

